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Prefigurative politics in action research for just cycling futures
J.E. Silonsaaria,b

aFaculty of Sport and Health Science, University of Jyväskylä, Finland; bAmsterdam Institute for Social 
Science Research, University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
The paper proposes that action research, not as a predefined set of 
methods but rather as a mode of research, should be considered a 
key asset in creating transformative knowledge on just cycling 
futures. I explain, firstly, why action-oriented, experimental, and 
participatory research should deploy the concept of prefigurative 
politics – the performing of not-yet cycling futures here and now – 
as a theoretical, methodological and practical resource to counter 
hegemonic, oppressive, essentialist and authoritarian mobility 
rationalities. Second, I argue why prefigurative action research is 
most applicable when involving diverse actors across cycling gov-
ernance networks into a democratic social learning process. These 
arguments are developed by synthesising literatures from social 
movement studies and mobility and transport justice, and by pro-
viding examples of four social cycling innovations among a popula-
tion often marginalised from transport policy and planning – 
children and young people. In conclusion, the paper proposes a 
model for conducting prefigurative action research on cycling.
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Introduction

The future role of cycling in urban mobility is tracked through myriad theoretical- 
methodological frameworks. For example, scenario modelling (Hickman et al., 2012), 
utopianism (Fleming, 2017; Popan, 2019) and critical analyses of ‘smartification’ 
(Nikolaeva et al., 2019) can all make important contributions. Importantly, imagining 
and crafting potential pathways, in policy, academia or otherwise, produce differing 
narratives regarding the desirability, plausibility and possibility of different futures 
(Banister & Hickman, 2013). Research is always performative by defining what kinds 
of questions we need to answer and which people’s views are foregrounded. Neither 
cycling policy nor cycling research is never apolitical or innocent and these issues are 
reflected in two ways in current critical cycling scholarship.

First, imaginations of cycling futures are often forged under the shadow of capitalist 
and neoliberal urbanism and the system of automobility, meaning that they fail to break 
away from hegemonic social and political imaginaries and path-dependencies that the 
current regime has created to protect itself (Cox, 2023; Spinney, 2020). Studies seeking to 
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explain ‘what works’ for cycling advocacy are often driven by ‘behaviour change’ schemes 
and ‘interventions’ for different populations, the effectiveness of which is often modest at 
best (e.g. Doğru et al., 2021). This body of work, despite its merits, analyses the effec-
tiveness of various interventions without contextualising them in the wider socio-poli-
tical landscape. If the focus of modal shift is on behaviour change and measuring the 
effectiveness of cycling lessons, awareness raising campaigns, incremental infrastructural 
changes and other individual initiatives, it neglects the power-laden governance frame-
works, discourses and experiences that shape them in the first place (Cox, 2023). 
Incremental promotion of cycling on ‘some (privileged) journeys’ or ‘for some (privi-
leged) people’ only augments the current techno-political social orders, without refram-
ing the problem in political terms.

Second, cycling advocacy often fails to create socio-economically just mobilities, as 
explained by a large body of research on the social, cultural and political conditions of 
cycling. These literatures discuss explain marginalisation in terms of what kinds of 
subjectivities are sidelined through prevalent cycling policy across age, gender, ethnicity, 
class and other social markers. Terminologies like ‘unequal cyclescapes’ (Stehlin, 2019), 
‘bike lanes as white lanes’ (Hoffmann, 2016) and cycling as ‘a mobility fix’ (Spinney,  
2018) all draw attention to how cycling policy, governance, planning and advocacy are 
failing to challenge prevalent socio-spatial inequalities (also Lam, 2018; Psarikidou,  
2020). Cycling promotion risks advocating ‘totalising tendencies which obscure social 
and cultural difference, ignore the embodied and affective dimensions of transport 
practices and fail in part to apprehend the heterogeneity of environmental responsibility’ 
(Cupples & Ridley, 2008, 254).

As ‘tinkering’ withing the marginal scope that is allocated to radically different futures 
in the hegemonic socio-political landscape is not enough, frameworks of more transfor-
mative (rather than reformist) mobility research have started to emerge, paying close 
attention to social justice (Karner et al., 2020, 2023; Sheller, 2018; Verlinghieri & 
Schwanen, 2020). The lesson from these literatures is that research and policy need to 
account for more pluriversal definitions on what mobility is for and how it is performed, 
if they are to live up to their sustainable and egalitarian promises as a part of the ‘just 
transition’ discourse. In other words, vélomobility should not be considered a universal 
solution, but be able to take diverse forms to avoid reproducing mobility injustices. A key 
condition of possibility for this plurality is that the new forms of autonomous human- 
scaled mobilities are grounded in self-reliance and autonomy, and actively dismantling 
existing and prospective path dependencies that serve to interlock velomobility with 
hegemonic principles as speed fetishism and capital accumulation (Cass & 
Manderscheid, 2018). More practically, this means turning from solutionist and techno-
cratic research and policy to creative and value-driven methodologies that allow for 
marginalised and oppressed bike rationalities and local knowledge to emerge.

Mobilities research has been always concerned on the role of research in driving 
socially just transformation, especially by accumulating a wealth of insights on 
‘mobile methods’ (Sheller, 2014). However, the critical transformative research 
agenda begs the question of how can individual research projects, confined in 
current realities, study the social change towards desired futures, especially as 
desired here encompasses a range of embodied, discursive, shared and experiential 
qualities of cycling conductive of intersectional, processual, context sensitive and 
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even extemporaneous mobility justice (Nixon & Schwanen, 2018; Sheller, 2018)? 
Can we suppose that research participants, whoever they are, are even able to 
express informed views on ‘the politics of what is not but what could be’ (Cox,  
2023, 282)? How can cycling research, together with policymakers, planners, acti-
vists, advocates and local communities start building ‘the new in the shell of the 
old’ (Ince, 2012)?

This paper proposes the theoretical-methodological operationalisation of prefigura-
tive politics in action-oriented cycling research to address these concerns and explain 
why (realist) action research is an appropriate way to study just cycling transformations.

Operationalising prefiguration for cycling research

The core ideas of prefigurative politics have a long history in activism and anarchism, 
even though the term as such was not always used (Raekstad & Gradin, 2020). For 
example, Gramsci (1971, cited in Davoudi, 2023) was interested in the capabilities of the 
civil society to build alternative social orders in the present, without explicitly referring to 
prefiguration. The classic definition by Boggs (1977, 100) is still widely used: ‘[t]he 
embodiment, within the ongoing political practice of a movement, of those forms of 
social relations, decision-making, culture and human experience that are the ultimate 
goal’. While the basic idea has largely remained unchanged, recent social movement 
research has tremendously advanced the applicability of the concept (Cooper, 2020; Ince,  
2012; Ishkanian & Peña Saavedra, 2019; Jeffrey & Dyson, 2021; Maeckelbergh, 2011; 
Swain, 2019; Yates, 2015, 2021). Building on this work, prefigurative politics has recently 
also become the interest of planning, transformation, and urban scholarship (Davoudi,  
2023; Thorpe, 2023; Törnberg, 2021). From the inclusive cycling perspective prefigura-
tion is promising for action and research as it ‘nurtures a basic sensibility that, whatever 
the nature of the present, situations can change, and even the most marginalised might 
participate in effecting that transformation’ (Jeffrey & Dyson, 2021, 653). For the 
purposes of this paper, I focus on three interrelated ‘moments’ of prefigurative politics 
as outlined by Jeffrey and Dyson (ibid.): improvisation, institutionalisation and impact, 
and discuss them along with relevant planning and mobility research.

Firstly, the notion of improvisation highlights prefigurative politics’ focus on action 
alongside imagination (Jeffrey & Dyson, 2021; for broader use of the term see for 
example; Müller & Trubina, 2020). Prefigurative action reworks and appropriates mate-
rial and spatial relations and meanings ascribed to them in creative ways in order to queer 
or renegotiate established structures (Maeckelbergh, 2011; Swain, 2019; Thorpe, 2023). 
Yet, this is a process of trial and error, and improvisation must be coupled with 
continuous scrutinization what actions are conductive of the movement’s aims.

Some actors and movements embrace highly proleptical forms of improvisation, 
meaning that individuals and collectives start acting ‘as if ’ the new social relations and 
institutions were already a reality (Cooper, 2020). Prolepsis aims to challenge dominant 
notions about the ‘impossibility’ of alternatives and reshape people’s sense of what is 
‘real’. For example, Thorpe (2023) describes the activism of so-called ‘transformation 
agencies’ in the US, that appropriate official looking materials and spatial tactics to create 
DIY experiments. The point is that these groups create concrete actual experiences of ‘as 
if ’ official bodies were already committed to ensuring safe, equitable access to streets for 
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everyone, making it uncomfortable for these entities to normalise the disastrous reper-
cussions of excessive car use.

Crucially, improvisation sets prefiguration apart from anticipatory imaginaries and 
politics that are based on a notion that we need concrete future images to work 
towards (or away from) (Jeffrey & Dyson, 2021). Indeed, future imaginaries of cycling 
often posit, implicitly or explicitly, that change necessitates a concrete blueprint for 
the future: a utopia, a model or designing smart technological fixes. In contrast, 
prefiguration does not mean pre-defining a postponed future but performing the 
possibilities of the not-yet (Swain, 2019). One of its central features is means-ends 
equivalence, which means that the organization of initiatives reflects their outspoken 
goals and demands to create a path towards radically different futures (Yates, 2015). 
For cycling advocacy, this could mean an active refusal of the system automobility or 
any other hegemonic regime with all the necessary social, cultural, political and 
economic relations they might demand (Cox, 2023). This way, emphasis on the 
process instead of the predefined outcomes demarcates prefiguration from utopian-
ism and other future-oriented planning and design conceptualisations. It dilutes the 
preoccupation of planning to generate long-term strategies to guide short-term 
actions, that most often reproduces the status quo by projecting the present into 
the future (Davoudi, 2023).

I will argue through my case examples that this inherent openness and fluidness of 
prefigurative practice is a key asset in planning and enacting cycling futures that are 
attentive to the needs of marginalised and vulnerable groups and communities. 
Explorative improvisation nurtures a sensitivity towards the intersectional and locally 
contingent mobility injustices that are processual, emergent and even extemporaneous in 
nature (Nixon & Schwanen, 2018; Sheller, 2018). Essentialist and universalising cycling 
imaginaries are challenged by new experiences and shared meanings that might prove far 
more efficient triggers of change than anything that researchers or study participants 
might come to think when designing their studies (see Silonsaari et al., 2022). Indeed, 
despite its seemingly disorganised demeanour, studies have emphasised the strategic 
importance of improvised actions: ‘the goal of pursuing “(an)other world(s)” in an open 
and explicitly not predetermined way requires practice over time, and that is what makes 
prefiguration the most strategic approach’ (Maeckelbergh, 2011, 3). Hence, any sharp 
separation between strategy and action loses its meaning in prefigurative action because 
prefiguration itself ‘is an effective strategy that is fluid in nature’ (Dinerstein, 2015, 17).

Second, however, prefigurative action does not occur in a vacuum outside of existing 
power structures and hegemonic practices, and it needs to develop some sort of institu-
tional forms. Because the political, social, material and spatial environment is often 
hostile towards counterhegemonic practices, prefigurative action needs safe spaces to 
nurture and empower itself. Thus, successful prefigurative politics is usually somehow 
institutionalised within organisations, networks, practices, discourses or structures of 
power (Jeffrey & Dyson, 2021). Social movement studies have explained in length how 
squatted houses, countercultural ‘scenes’ and other spatial, social and cultural spaces can 
nurture prefigurative actions. Yet, when actions start to assume institutional forms, this 
always brings in the internal politics of these ‘safe’ or ‘free’ spaces. Here, Ishkanian and 
Peña Saavedra (2019) have coined the term intersectional prefiguration to address how 
structural inequalities persist and are accounted for in prefigurative institutions.
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Very similar strengths and weaknesses of ‘institutionalisation’ can be read from 
transitions and mobilities research. Törnberg (2021) has pointed to the similarity of 
these ‘free spaces’ with the concept of niches, as outlined in socio-technical transi-
tions studies (Geels, 2012). They serve to protect prefigurative actions from the 
repression, top-down adjustment or co-option of the hegemonic regime – in the 
case of cycling for example the automobilist cultures and planning principles. 
However, as implied in the substantial body of critical cycling research cited 
above, cycling niches need to actively tackle their own internal inequalities and 
relations of exclusion to promote intersectional prefiguration (Ishkanian & Peña 
Saavedra, 2019). Sheller (2018) for example uses the untokening and slow roll 
movements to explain why mobility justice necessitates intersectional cycling 
advocacy.

Thirdly, there is the ‘moment’ of impact, which of course encompasses the sense of 
the whole concept of prefiguration for transformative research (Jeffrey & Dyson,  
2021). Prefiguration has faced a lot of criticism for being unthreatening to the 
dominant social and political orders for example when the institutionalisation leads 
to social closures or introverted ‘fetishising’ (Argüelles et al., 2017). In other words, 
the actors might get so excited about the spaces they create, that the wider systemic 
change is left on the background. On the other hand, prefiguration has also been 
considered susceptible to co-option when even institutionalised forms cannot protect 
it from hegemonic powers and actors (Kulick, 2014). Still, despite these weaknesses, 
prefigurative movements have a solid track record of creating sustainable impact by 
scaling up and spreading initiatives; developing transferable skills and assets for the 
participants; triggering far reaching attitudinal changes beyond the activist groups; 
and creating a shared sense of association, purpose and hope for change (Jeffrey & 
Dyson, 2021; Raekstad & Gradin, 2020).

For the purposes of this paper, a key consideration from the impact perspective is how 
actual experiments are nurtured into being among diverse actors in action research 
processes. All types of counterhegemonic experimentation are evidently central to pre-
figurative politics and street experiments, tactical or DIY urbanism and other types of 
tentative changes in social, spatial and material relations have become celebrated urban 
governance methods to create change (Evans et al., 2016). Yet, experimentation can be 
conducted in myriad ways and the improvisation and institutionalisation it entails are, as 
brought up above, subject to external and internal politics.

Savini and Bertolini (2019) have critically discussed experiments as ‘politics of the 
niches’. They distinct three political acts in the creation of experiments – definition, 
direction and resource mobilisation – which regulate how alternative practices come into 
being and develop, and eventually die out, remain in the margins, become coopted, or 
change institutional orders. Especially if experiments are coordinated in prefigurative 
institutions or networks marred by undemocratic power positions (contrary to the 
principles of intersectional prefiguration), these spaces may not protect the radical 
ideas but do just the opposite. Savini and Bertolini’s account implies the interplay of 
improvisation and institutionalisation by thinking experimentation not from a depoli-
tised ‘managerial’ or ‘innovation’ viewpoint, but rather as political recognition of social 
innovation, the first being a ‘way to nurture or even create a niche for a particular 
predefined goal. The second instead leads to questioning the conditions (who, what and 
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why) that determine which niches are recognized and which are not, which ones are 
nurtured, or which ones are instead left to die’.

Next, I explain how the three moments of prefiguration should supplement and 
inform action-oriented and experimental cycling research.

Action research and learning

Generally, action research refers to interactive, counterhegemonic, and process-oriented 
methods that seek simultaneously to study and promote change in relevant organiza-
tions, communities and networks (Reason & Bradbury, 2001). The nuances of action 
research designs remain outside of the scope of this paper but, it is important to point 
that my work builds on realist action research, stemming from the philosophical branch 
of critical realism (Houston, 2010; Westhorp et al., 2016). Such realist approaches do not 
suggest rigid rules for methods but direct the logic of inference, especially the use of 
theory (such as prefigurative politics in this paper) to understand underlying social 
processes and tendencies that cannot be directly observed. In their seminal work 
Pawson and Tilley (1997) have explained in length how and why realist approaches 
seek to provide an alternative to the randomised control trial and other similar experi-
mental principles assuming closed laboratory-like system and straight forward relation-
ships between dependent and independent variables (often adopted by cycling research 
focusing on ‘behaviour change’ and ‘interventions’ discussed in the introduction).

Perhaps the most explicit connection between prefiguration and action research is the 
shared notion that transformations are fundamentally about ‘experimentation, learning, 
and doing something that has never been done before and constant scrutinization of 
what is being done’ (Bradbury et al., 2019, 8) – in other words iterative work along more 
or less improvised action and deliberate reflection. This type of social learning is often 
achieved through experimenting with so-called social innovations, meaning new ways of 
acting and organising that challenge existing social structures hegemonic orders and 
promote social justice by reconciling different ways of knowing and supporting their 
translation in new concrete practices (Bartels, 2023; Moulaert et al., 2013). For the 
prefiguration of inclusive velomobile futures, I want to highlight two crucial features of 
such learning in action research processes.

Firstly, these processes may concern very different organisational entities, and it can 
operate at any societal, political or administrative level. However, to look beyond ‘the 
elite- and expert-dependent paths to transformation’ and to understand ‘how might there 
be integrated social and environmental pathways broadly engaging and empowering 
people’ (Bradbury et al., 2019, 5), I argue that impactful cycling action research processes 
should bring together diverse actors from across policymaking, planning, design, acti-
vism and local communities as emphasised in mobility and transport justice literatures 
(Karner et al., 2020; Sheller, 2018). For example, Davoudi (2023) explains how prefi-
gurative planning ‘can draw inspiration from and build on these civic energies and 
people’s creative impulses which, as Lefebvre insisted, make up the urban life’ (ibid. 
2285). Crucially, action research as creation of horizontal, intersectional, safe and ‘free’ 
spaces sheltered from the dominant, essentialist and universalising narratives of cycling 
can allow for more democratic negotiation of the politics of the niches through iterative 
and improvised experimentation and reflection (Savini & Bertolini, 2019).
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Second, learning in these types of settings is not a linear process but appreciates 
the learners relational, emotional, and embodied nature to develop their capacity for 
linking experience with sense making, reflection to action (Bartels, 2023; Bradbury 
et al., 2019). This sensitivity to pluralistic ways of knowing suggests that transfor-
mations cannot be achieved only by the instruments of the state and the market but 
it requires a new societal orientation and awareness by ‘ordinary people’, providing 
the possibility for people to take part in the regulation and administration of the 
‘common affairs’ (Hansen et al., 2016, xvi). Translated to cycling research this 
would mean incorporating the multiple ways how people experience our collective 
lifestyles and mobility patterns and how the governing of mobility intersects with 
everyday mobile lives (Doughty & Murray, 2016). In the action research processes, 
this means continually monitoring how given experiments alter the target group’s 
everyday experiences, which in turn should regulate what is considered meaningful 
action.

Change through novel interactions and practices and the contingent social learning is 
what makes action research meaningful as social activity and research practice. In the 
field of urban mobility, such spaces of learning can be vital for new ideas to emerge and 
platforms for future sustainable mobility (Freudendal-Pedersen et al., 2017). While social 
learning has myriad definitions and applications (Wals, 2007), Reed et al., (2010) have 
explained that such processes should always be able to demonstrate that change goes 
beyond the individuals and becomes situated within wider social units or communities 
and occurs through social interactions and processes between actors within a social 
network. To create a concrete analytical framework for prefigurative action research, I 
connect the three moments of prefiguration with three broadly defined aspects of social 
learning that Ballard (2005) has deemed crucial for change: awareness, agency and 
association.

Firstly, any learning driven change process concerns broadening the participants 
awareness on the phenomena at hand. This can concern general knowledge about the 
change agenda – what needs to change and how – or focus for example on the relevance 
of different actions and the structure of the issues (e.g. what are the meaningful actions to 
facilitate cycling for marginalised communities and groups). New awareness can also 
concern the urgency and the scale of change (e.g. what are the locally meaningful and 
context-specific societal costs and repercussions of the injustices reproduced by current 
urban transport systems). Awareness also includes new understandings of participants’ 
own potential role in change, meaning their agency. Indeed, new awareness is unlikely to 
stimulate change unless agency against hegemonic structures is developed in parallel. 
This can encompass a vast range of issues but for example in critical cycling research it is 
acknowledged that people in different roles and life situations need to find those aspects 
of cycling that resonate with their situated and context-specific goals (Cupples & Ridley,  
2008). This often means that people need to acquire new skillsets and dispositions, 
appropriate new representations or discourses and become aware of the impact of their 
actions. These processes, in turn, are most influential when realised in association with 
others. Social leaning is very difficult to come by unless people recognise others that are 
struggling with similar issues and association can also introduce a variety of relevant 
perspectives to the issues at hand. Association, in turn, can again reinforce a sense of 
agency, by offering validating feedback on actions.
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The exact operation of these broadly defined aspects varies between different 
research settings, but the key is that any change initiative is likely to be ineffective 
if only some of them are addressed. For instance, association and awareness without 
agency is likely to lead to little more than a talking shop; awareness and agency 
without association will likely lead to change agents becoming overburden and 
ignored; and association and agency without awareness might produce actions that 
focus on totally trivial issues (Ballard, 2005). Next, I provide concrete examples of 
how learning along these lines is intertwined with prefigurative politics in action 
research.

Experimenting with social cycling innovations

Empirically, I have observed and facilitated prefiguration and learning among 
three groups: local cycling advocates and civic organisations; planners, policy-
makers, civil servants and other public authorities; and local communities whose 
cycling practices the projects have tried to facilitate, in this case children, young 
people and families. The two cases that provide the empirical examples for this 
paper are only briefly outlined as they are described elsewhere in detail 
(Silonsaari, in press; Silonsaari et al., 2022, 2023). They exemplify how action 
research processes can assume very different modalities, i.e. the differences 
between initiating and running experimental actions (Case study 1) and partici-
pating and supporting existing ones (Case study 2) (Ackroyd, 2009; Hansen et al.,  
2016). The studies were also conducted in very different socio-cultural and 
organisational contexts. The first study was focusing on a predefined group and 
specific journeys whereas the second study was wider in scope with a spatial 
focus.

Below, I use children and young people’s accounts to reflect on four community-led 
initiatives: bike buses, DIY infrastructures, rideouts and bike kitchens. I combine the 
three moments of prefiguration with the three moments of social learning to explain how 
these initiatives succeeded or failed to incorporate young people’s everyday experiences 
and instil learning among diverse actors.

Case study 1

The first study took place in the Finnish municipality of Jyväskylä during 2020–2021. 
While Finland is not a high cycling nation, children’s autonomy of mobility by foot and 
bicycles is high (Goel et al., 2022; Shaw et al., 2015). Our research team brought together 
local cycling advocate NGOs, municipality representatives and a local youth sports club 
community and created an experimental project. The main focus of the initiative was on 
children’s journeys to organised activities that are notoriously car-dependent (Hjorthol & 
Fyhri, 2009; Wheeler & Green, 2019). The target community consisted of middle-class 
native Finnish households and majority of the participating children were boys. The core 
group of children taking part in the experiments consisted of 35 children aged 10–12 
subject to five focus group interviews (see Silonsaari et al., 2022).
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Bike buses

Bike bus (or bicibús) is an organised children’s group ride, typically from home to school 
(bicibús.eu; Simón i Mas, 2023). It can be led by adults or children and just like a bus, it 
has a predefined itinerary and schedule. The ‘stops’ are meeting points for the partici-
pants to join the group. Any bike bus should be tailored for the needs of the communities 
in question, but the global concept has become a celebrated social innovation to organise 
children’s journeys and simultaneously question the urban order where children’s right 
to the city is effectively suppressed (ibid.).

Bike bus was one of the experiments to promote children’s cycling on their journeys to 
the sports club activities. Even though the concept was initially welcomed by children and 
parents, it quickly dissolved and metamorphosed into children’s self-organised practices:

Jimi: It was nice to learn the route together at first, but it just took so much time to get 
organised and have everyone onboard. Its much better to organise by yourself. We would 
sometimes take a flight because it got boring. We could have taken a much better route with 
my friend but we were forced to participate in the bike bus.

Author: So how do you organise your journeys these days?

Jari: So basically, we have just agreed that we meet 30 minutes before our training session at 
a certain spot. And this would then mean that I would meet with Pietu about 5 minutes 
before that at his place.

Noah: Well yeah and then you have also always the choice of going by yourself. Depends on 
my feeling. Sometimes just listening to music or something is nicer than talking the whole 
journey.

Jari: You mean on those days when you don’t want to listen to Jimi [everyone laughing]

Reflecting and acting on children’s everyday experiences during the project was impor-
tant to account for their agency as they were allowed to take over the bike bus initiative. 
The quote highlights how this agency allowed the emergence of a totally new social space 
and new forms of association as ‘groups of cyclists’. These shared riding experiences also 
created newfound awareness among children and adults on what types of journeys are 
possible in children’s everyday lives (see Silonsaari et al., 2023):

Aatos: First I thought that the journey is super long but then when we started doing it, I 
realised that it was not so far away and it was not at all heavy. And for me that is like 10 
kilometres.

This case exemplifies how improvisation can facilitate the evolution of a broadly defined 
social innovation into a locally appropriated learning process, necessitating continuous 
dialogue between children’s everyday experiences and the actors managing the project. 
Following through with a predefined, rigid and systematic implementation would not 
have been deemed appropriate by the children. The organic form also enabled the 
children to seek local potentials for playful and explorative riding, complicating the 
hegemonic notions of what cycling is for and how it should be performed (see 
Silonsaari et al., 2022, 2023).

Even though the bike bus as a strictly institutionalised form of organised collective 
riding practice dissolved, collective pedalling took different institutional forms in the 
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community. It was manifested for example as stickers and t-shirts stating that the club 
was now ‘a cycling community’. Yet in this particular setting arguably the most important 
aspect was the appropriation of children’s autonomous mobility in the local parenting 
culture – i.e. the parent’s collective recognition that allowing for children’s autonomous 
cycling can be a form of good and responsible parenting (Silonsaari et al., 2023). Also the 
children were highly sensitive towards the meaning of the initiative for parents:

Frans: My parents have really liked me going by bike. It’s quite heavy for them to chauffeur 
us back and forth and they have long working days.

Jaakko: It just saves everyone’s time. My parents like to take me by car sometimes but not 
constantly, they get so tired and uptight, and loose their nerves if something goes wrong.

Noa: For us also, we are three siblings and everyone is doing a lot of activities, so I’ve been 
glad to be able to help mom out by taking care of myself.

These improvised paths and institutional forms leading to desired impact – a major 
change in the community travel patterns – would have been difficult to achieve without 
an open-ended prefigurative approach. It points how changing the ‘politics of mobility’ 
in such local communities demands shared experiences and spaces for deliberate free 
reflection. The change from car-chauffeuring to cycling in this case highlights how the 
care relations among children and adults are renegotiated when the community started 
acting proleptically ‘as if ’ children cycling on highly car-dependent journeys was normal, 
leading to social learning.

DIY infrastructures

Another key experiment in case study 1 was a pop-up equipment storage that was set up 
at the sports venue where children’s activities took place. What became known in the 
community as ‘The Container’ served to store the participants sports equipment so that 
they would not need to carry loads that were normally transported by car. We worked 
together with the municipality, the local sports venue and the club volunteers to 
repurpose a large transport container equipped with light and heating and to address 
the myriad administrative and practical problems that occurred on the way. While this 
highly unusual and improvised infrastructure tackled a very ‘objective’ challenge (chil-
dren’s inability to transport specialised sports equipment on a bike) it also served to 
nurture new ‘feelings’ among the children driving the change – affective ambiences 
agency and association in a free space for ‘hanging out’ (see Silonsaari et al., 2023):

Jake: When we sort out our stuff together right after our session in The Container, there is 
that cool vibe and feeling. You got your pals around you and you can talk and make jokes 
and its like ‘our place’. But that feeling is gone if you do all that at home by yourself.

Petri: . . . but the only downside is that it smells terrible in there [everyone laughing].

The Container also shows, as explained by Thorpe (2023), how ‘objective’ nature of 
experiments can carry a crucial importance for their prefigurative impact. The meaning 
of ‘The Container’ as a self-made institutional emblem of the whole project was not 
underpinned by suggestive persuasion of children to cycle but an objective and ‘impar-
tial’ object signalling ‘as if ’ cycling on these car-dependent journeys was a normal 
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practice. Importantly, the improvised and DIY nature of the project meant that a large 
group of participants – club officials, the venue and municipality representatives, local 
cycling NGOs, volunteers and children’s parents – had the opportunity to participate, 
adding another layer of association and shared agency in the overall scheme. The 
Container showed how quickly change – in both infrastructure and its governance – 
might be achieved through acting ‘as if ’ non-car mobility was accounted for in everyday 
infrastructures that shape people’s everyday lives. Subsequently, children, parents and the 
project participants found new awareness on the complexity (or simplicity) of issues 
regarding their detachment from the system of automobility.

Case study 2

The second study was conducted in Amsterdam in 2022–2023. The social initiatives of 
the municipal bicycle program often seek to work in partnership with local bike advo-
cates and other relevant civic entities. I got involved in a range of co-created projects 
aiming to apply innovative and participatory cycling promotion methods in the multi-
cultural and marginalised housing estate in Amsterdam Southeast, where cycling rates 
are significantly lower than in the rest of the city and where the majority of children and 
young people are from non-white migrant backgrounds.

Here, the initial driver of inquiry was the fact that young people’s cycling is not 
equitably distributed in the city. Amsterdam is increasingly polarized as people with non- 
native backgrounds and lower-class positions are largely concentrated in the peripheries 
(Savini et al., 2016). The ethnic and class composition of neighborhoods appears to be 
more important than spatial characteristics in explaining cycling rates (Nello-Deakin & 
Harms, 2019) and it also shapes parenting norms and children and young people’s 
cultures of mobility, autonomy and play (Karsten, 1998). The study was not focused on 
a predefined group of youths, but as a part of the research process I conducted 12 
interviews among 16–18-year-old youths that were in different ways involved in the 
initiatives (see Silonsaari, in press).

Rideouts

The ‘wheelie bike phenomenon’, most often labelled #bikelife is, not unlike the bike bus, a 
recent social cycling initiative (Maag, 2019). It is perhaps most vividly showcased on 
group ‘rideouts’ (sometimes involving more than two hundred riders in Amsterdam) 
where young riders take over the city streets doing wheelies and stunts. The ‘wheelie kid 
crews’ are known also for ‘swerving’ close to cars, objects and people with high speed, 
showing skilful control of their large-wheeled BMX style bikes. Since they often involve 
racialised, lower-class youths, Stehlin (2019) has argued that the rideout should be read as 
an implicitly political act questioning the unequal urban order where certain population 
are pushed to the city peripheries.

In case study 2, the Amsterdam cycling program was seeking ways to engage with the 
youths who organised different types of rideouts. The program made attempts to 
promote the movement through events, competitions and innovative forms of youth 
work. The city plays no role in organising the rideouts and the youths that I worked with 
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emphasised that all activities should be organised in a non-hierarchical manner, without 
formal organisation, allowing for improvisation and equal distribution of agency:

Tom: In every city there is a few key riders who often organise the activities. Sort of leaders 
but we don’t want to call ourselves leaders. To make the point that everyone is the same. But 
you need to be skilful because that’s how the younger kids get interested and come to you to 
ask how you do it.

The participants highlighted that the seemingly chaotic improvisation in the organisa-
tion and performance of the rideouts allowed them to build strong association among 
peers ‘inside’ the movement. Riding together and constantly building new relations on 
the streets and in social media through #bikelife also nurtured new awareness of cycling 
as a means to build community:

Jax: When I quit football and started riding, my friends were like oh, ‘that’s so boring, why 
would you do that’. But I’ve told them always that come with me one time and you will love 
it. Because they think it’s just riding around Amsterdam, but it is not. It is more that you get 
new friends and stuff like that, so they don’t understand the story of bikelife. And for me it’s 
about bringing new young people in the community so there is a continuum when I quit.

Despite its efforts the Amsterdam cycling program was largely unable to tap onto these 
self-organised activities and turn them into formal cycling promotion projects. Thus, 
these rideouts are not ‘experiments’ in the sense that they would be organised in a 
consensus-seeking institutional space among predefined actors. But this politics of the 
niches is exactly what makes them interesting for critical research (Savini & Bertolini,  
2019). In essence, they are one-day cycling experiments where predominantly racialised 
youths from the city peripheries act ‘as if ’ the central areas of the city where accessible for 
their racialised bodies and deviant cycling practices. They appropriate the spaces of travel 
into playscapes, which conveys a strong political message and makes visible how the 
contemporary city streets are organised for optimal circulation rather than expression 
and play. The fact that official bodies are unable to find creative ways to support these 
types of self-organised activities (and rather try to undermine them as my interviewees 
referred to rideouts as ‘illegal’) means that prefigurative action must seek for other 
institutional forms: as in this case the social media narratives, established riding prac-
tices and materialities of the specialised wheelie bikes.

While mass riding is often a form of a deliberate demonstration with political claims 
and a direct attempt to influence the governments, my observations on the rideouts 
challenge this notion (also, Stehlin, 2019). Here the impact of rideouts derives from 
questioning prevalent political relations of the existing urban order between modes of 
transport or groups of people without any explicit political agenda (Castaneda, 2020). 
These actions make visible the policy urge to frame pedalling as an explicitly ‘commuter’ 
or ‘utility’ activity, that prioritises economically ‘productive’ practices and marginalises 
playful or otherwise ‘deviant’ ones (Aldred, 2015; Spinney, 2020). Thus, rideouts exem-
plify how more pluriversal biking rationalities can promote the agency, awareness and 
association of marginalised cyclists if they manage to organise improvised, but to some 
degree institutional performances as #bikelife in Amsterdam evidently does. Yet, based 
on my findings this learning process that has served to forge the community have not 
reached the city’s cycling program.
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Bike kitchens

Communities aiming to prefigure circular, post-growth, communitarian or other-
wise counter-hegemonic velomobility cultures and ecosystems have since long 
organised themselves around community bike workshops and collectives, often 
best known as bike kitchens. This open concept is multiplying across the globe 
and a body of cycling research is dedicated to their operations, ideologies and 
contexts, and also analysing their social and political relations that could prefigure 
radically different mobility systems (Abord de Chatillon, 2022; Hult & Bradley,  
2017; Valentini & Butler, 2023; Zapata Campos et al., 2020). Often the key idea is 
to promote participant agency and autonomy, or velonomy (Abord de Chatillon,  
2022), in car-dominated urban settings by building awareness on bicycle repair and 
association with others.

In case study 2 I conducted participant observation in a local bike kitchen that was a 
joint venture between the city, the local district government, a local NGO and local bike 
advocates and volunteers (see Silonsaari, in press). This co-creation group also involved 
three young people, who explained why the bike kitchen concept was potential to tackle 
the everyday challenges of cycling among local youths. They explained that commercial 
bike shops were often too expensive, but purchasing second hand bikes and parts was 
deemed risky:

Joshua: I don’t want to buy a bike from anyone [I don’t know]. You can really get screwed 
over, even if you sort of know what you are buying, the parts are expensive and sometimes 
you don’t know what to do if something breaks.

In addition to this precarity, the three of them emphasised that stealing bikes and parts 
was a problem in the area, but they saw that a local bike kitchen could potentially counter 
such illicit practice:

Jamal: If I need something for a bike, like parts, I’m going to steal it, I’m not going to lie to 
you, I will steal it. And anyone can do it, it is so easy. And I think many kids are like that but 
of course many would not do it if they could get recycled bikes and parts and be confident 
that they work or can be fixed for free.

The implementation of the bike kitchen was very much improvised: the NGO was 
operating in an old school building, where a room was furnished as a bike repair space. 
However, despite the promising conceptualisation and fact that the initiative gained distinct 
institutional form as ‘The Bike Kitchen’, it was unable to nurture radically democratic 
decision making or even the principles of sharing, learning and association. Especially the 
youth focus was lost in the process and there was little room for improvisation in terms of 
how the space should operate – i.e. by ‘just’ fixing bikes or teaching youths how to do it and 
building a community around the physical space. As I analyse elsewhere in detail this ‘free 
space’ was largely co-opted by hegemonic performance-managerial rationalities (Silonsaari,  
in press). Hence, while on the conceptual level bike kitchen is imagined as a free space 
where agency, association and awareness in the form of new skills and dispositions can 
prefigure radically different mobility systems, the impact was suppressed by the internal 
politics of the space and the learning process did not reach all actors involved.
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Conclusions

According to Cox (2023, 276) ‘[i]n the context of cycling research, the academic as 
actor/agent in late capitalism is in a position not just to observe what vélomobility 
looks like, but also to act and assist in determining its emergent forms’. This call for 
action and the transformative and inclusive research agenda of urban cycling 
demands guidelines for how to practically implement disruptive experiments and 
social innovations; determine and involve the relevant stakeholders and people; 
analyse different dimensions of social justice and, finally, direct the attention towards 
social mechanisms and phenomena that can trigger change. Action research provides 
a wide-spanning framework to accommodate these needs and promote change 
towards just cycling futures. A large body of methodological literature provides 
guidelines for action research and this applies also to the realist action research that 
is paper is based on (Houston, 2010; Westhorp et al., 2016). However, these litera-
tures seldom discuss the theoretical and conceptual resources that such studies should 
mobilise. In the above, I have argued that prefigurative politics should be considered 
a resource to understand change and learning processes and to explain why differing 
civic and governance actors succeed or fail to find a common ground for innovative 
cycling promotion.

While the empirical examples are not intended as exhaustive analyses of the imple-
mentation of social cycling innovations in specific contexts, they serve to depict the 
intertwined nature of prefiguration and social learning in experimentation and action 
research processes. Their successes and failures highlight that learning needs to take place 
on the level of the everyday life of the target communities but also on the level of the co- 
creative spaces and between diverse actors. They show what kinds of struggles prefigura-
tive learning processes are likely to entail when applied to cycling and mobility research 

Figure 1. A model for (realist) action research process in prefigurative cycling studies (applied from 
Westhorp et al., 2016).
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(see Cavé, 2023). To conclude, Figure 1 incorporates these insights with the cyclical 
(realist) action research process (Westhorp et al., 2016).
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